
Lawmaking Process





The “Traditional Process” of Passing a Bill into Law

-Any bill starts as an idea of 
an individual citizen, a 
president, an interest 
group, or an agenda item 
of a political party

-It needs to be sponsored by 
a member of Congress who 
drafts it for introduction 

-The person or persons who 
introduce a bill are the 
sponsors; any member of 
the same body (House or 
Senate) can add his or her 
name as a cosponsor after 
the day of introduction



Bills vs. Resolutions

Types of Bills 

1. Private bills: deal with people’s claims against the government (e.g., armed 
service decoration issues, veterans’ benefit issues, immigration issues) 

2. Public bills: of national impact to citizens and involve generic matters (e.g., 
taxes, healthcare, national security)

3. Appropriations bill: authorizes spending of federal revenue



Measure relating to the business of 
either house or expressing an 
opinion on a matter

1. Joint resolutions: deal with 
temporary or unusual matters, also 
used to propose Constitutional 
Amendments, or authorize the use 
of force in another country (in some 
cases, these require the signature of 
the president)

These have the force of law when 
passed

2. Concurrent resolutions: deal with 
concerns of both houses and does 
not require the signature of the 
president

These do not have the force of law 
when passed

Resolutions



Becoming a Bill

-The bill must be put into draft form, then given a title and a number (Hopper:  
box that House members put bills into to be considered on the floor)

e.g., S.1, H.R.1 if the first bill introduced in that session of that term of 
Congress

-Must be introduced to the house of Congress it started in

-Bills must pass both houses of Congress in exactly the same form



Committee Work
-The bill is then assigned to the standing committee that is related to the subject of the 

bill

Standing committees have “life-and-death power” over bills

Committee has 5 options:

1. Pass it through sending it on to the next phase

2. Mark it up with changes and suggest it pass in its new form

3. Replace the original bill with a new bill

4. Kill the bill with an outright majority vote

5. “Pigeonhole” the bill (tabling the bill and letting it die in committee)



Subcommittee

The bill is then referred to the bill’s subcommittee for hearings and revisions to 
be studied further

-Public hearings are held at this point to allow public comments and 
information to be given to legislative committees 

“Mark Up”: the subcommittee may decide to recommend a bill back to the full 
committee for approval, BUT they can also make changes or amendments to 
it; if the subcommittee votes not to report a bill to the full committee, the bill 
dies there

-After the mark up process, they make a decision with the same options as the 
standing committee does (see page)



-Once it’s back to the full committee to 
be reviewed for any changes, the 
committee debates and then votes 
on its presentation of the bill to the 
full House or Senate

This is called “ordering the bill 
to be reported”

Tactics of Lawmakers:

-Logrolling: practice of exchanging 
favors by reciprocal voting for 
proposed legislation

-Pork-barrel projects: appropriation of 
government funding for local 
projects secured solely or primarily 
to bring money to a representative’s 
district (also known as “earmarking” 
and was prohibited in 2010)



Read on Floor

-Bill is read to the full House or Senate (wherever it started) for the first time

-Party leaders try to schedule time for the bill to be debated in advance so 
members can research the merits of the bill

-Riders: unrelated amendments tacked onto a bill so they pass through with the 
bill; those who attach these riders are often passing something in favor of 
their constituents and using the already “along the way” bill for convenience 



Debate
-Time is limited in debates in the House

-Each party is given equal opportunity to speak about the bill

-Senate has no time limits on their debate because they are smaller and have 
less rules

Senate filibuster: if a senator opposes a bill, they can speak in front of the 
Senate for as long as they do not yield the floor

This is done to avoid the bill being voted on and hoping it will kill the bill by 
talking it to death

Can only be ended through a vote of cloture: 3/5ths vote (60 Senators) to end 
discussion of the bill







Voting

-After floor debate a vote is 
scheduled

Types of votes

1. Voice vote: “yea” or “nay” 
(how the Senate votes)

2. Roll-call: each legislator is 
called out and a vote recorded 
(mostly done electronically 
today and is how the House 
votes)

-After a bill is passed by either the 
House or Senate, it is then 
referred to the other chamber 
where it will go through similar 
committee and floor actions 
(except when the other chamber 
is already considering its own 
similar legislation) →



Senate Differences in Debate



If there are significant differences between versions of a bill passed in both 
houses, a bicameral conference committee attempts to reconcile the 
differences between House and Senate versions - the two houses must 
approve identical versions

-Conference Committee: special committee made up of legislators from the 
House and Senate who try to work out differences in bill that passed both 
houses in different forms

-A report with the committee members' requests for changes is given to both 
the House and Senate for approval; if they do not agree on approval, the bill 
“dies”



Actions by the President
Actions:

1. Sign it into law

2. Do nothing 

A. If Congress is still in session → it defaults to law in 10 days

B. The president does not sign a bill knowing the Congressional session is 
ending → after ten days the bills dies rather than becoming law (known as a 
Pocket Veto)

3. Veto: refuse to sign (can come with an explanation); can be overridden with a 
2/3rds majority of both houses



If either chamber 
fails to garner 
enough votes to 
override a veto, it 
has “sustained” the
veto, and the bill 
does not become 
law



How Lawmaking Has Changed in the Past 35 Years
-Business interests, advocacy 

groups, media coverage can cause 
a member of Congress to write a 
bill

-Committees are less important 
today: campaign cash, emphasis 
on issue messaging, the constant 
news cycle — party leaders decide 
what goes to the floor for 
consideration rather than 
committees

-Lobbyists are incredibly influential: 
depending on the size and topic of 
the legislation, dozens —
sometimes even hundreds — of 
lobbyists will be involved, 
petitioning lawmakers to tweak 
language and policy points in a 
bill


